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Antigelo - 88Antigelo - 88

Auto DetailingAuto Detailing

Description
Auto maintenance
Antifreeze protective fluid for radiators blue
Resiste freezeproof to -80 ° C. It contains
corrosion inhibitors.

Dosage

01225 - Taniche da 25 kg
01210 - Taniche da 10 kg

Lavavetro-88Lavavetro-88

Auto DetailingAuto Detailing

Description
Lavavetro -88 and 'cleaner washer
superconcentrate trays with a freezing
point to -88. It cleanses removing car
window with ease 'smog and grease.
Suitable for wiper trays of large capacity
'(trucks, buses, vans etc ...) Avoid the
crunch and bounce of the wiper brush.

Dosage
To get the desired point of freezing refer to
the dilution table on the label. Do not use
pure but always in aqueous solution.

01210 - Taniche da 10 Kg
01225 - Taniche da 25 Kg
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Pasta  LavamaniPasta  Lavamani

Auto DetailingAuto Detailing

Description
White hand cleaning paste with
microgranules pleasantly scented rich in
emollients and moisturisers for the skin.
Particularly recommended for the removal
of mineral oils. Does not clog drains. It
does not contain sawdust.

Dosage
Ready for use.

1434000 - Cartone da  4 PZ - ML 4000

ProtectorProtector

Auto DetailingAuto Detailing

Description
Protective liquid high yield suitable for the
treatment of the underbody of the car.
Eliminates squeaking of crossbows
effectively preventing the corrosive action
of salt and rust. Protector does not drip
and is not removed from the water.

Dosage
For use with nozzle

142600 - Cartone 12 Pz. - Ml 600
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Super SblokSuper Sblok

Auto DetailingAuto Detailing

Description
SUPER SBLOK and 'a concentrated
product that works with rapidita'contro rust
preventing galling problems with its
excellent' descaling. It works in a few
moments by unlocking any metal part.
SUPER SBLOK It also has a high
lubricating power, in time preventing the
formation of oxides. Excellent penetrating
power.

SUPER SBLOK Possiede inoltre  un alto
potere lubrificante, prevenendo nel tempo
la formazione di ossidi. Ottimo potere
penetrante.

Dosage
Aerosol

139400 - Cartone da 24 pz - ML 4000

Vaschetta -20Vaschetta -20

Auto DetailingAuto Detailing

Description
Vaschetta-20 and 'a detergent for trays
washer car with a freezing point of up to -
20 ° c. Cleans the car window, removing
with ease 'smog and grease thanks to its
high concentration. Its use and
'recommended both during the winter and
the summer facilitating the posting of gnats
and ice from the windshield.

Dosage
Use diluted with water according to the
outside temperature.

06825-20 - Taniche da 25 Lt
06810-20 - Taniche da 10 Lt
06805-20 - taniche da 5 Lt
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Vaschetta -30Vaschetta -30

Auto DetailingAuto Detailing

Description
Vaschetta-30 and 'a detergent for trays
washer car with a freezing point of up to -
30 ° c. Cleans the car window, removing
with ease 'smog and grease thanks to its
high concentration. Its use and
'recommended both during the winter and
the summer facilitating the posting of gnats
and ice from the windshield.

Dosage
Use diluted with water according to the
outside temperature.

06825-30 - Taniche da 25 Lt
06810-30 - Taniche da 10 Lt

Vaschetta -40Vaschetta -40

Auto DetailingAuto Detailing

Description
Vaschetta -40 and 'cleaner trays washer
car with a freezing point down to -40 ° c.
Cleans the car window, removing with
ease 'smog and grease thanks to its high
concentration. Its use and 'recommended
both during the winter and the summer
facilitating the posting of gnats and ice
from the windshield.

Dosage
Use diluted with water according to the
outside temperature.

06825-40 - Taniche da 25 Lt
06810-40 - Taniche da 10 Lt
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Vaschetta -88Vaschetta -88

Auto DetailingAuto Detailing

Description
Lavavetro 3028 -88 and 'cleaner washer
trays with a freezing point to -88. Ideal for
mountain areas or arctic latitudes. Cleans
the car window, removing with ease 'smog
and grease thanks to its high
concentration. Suitable for wiper trays of
large capacity '(trucks, buses, vans etc ...)

Dosage
Use diluted with water according to the
outside temperature.

06825-80 - Taniche da 25 Lt
06810-80 - Taniche da 10 Lt
06805-80 - taniche da 5 Lt

Vaschetta Moscerini -20Vaschetta Moscerini -20

Auto DetailingAuto Detailing

Description
Washer 3028 and 'a detergent for washer
trays with a freezing point up to -20 (for the
type -20CÂ °) and up to -40 (for the type -
40CÂ °). Cleans the car window, removing
with ease 'smog and grease thanks to its
high concentration. Its use and
'recommended during the winter season.
Eliminates the squeak and bounce of the
wiper brush. It helps the removal of ice
from windows during winter and flies in
summer.

Dosage
Use diluted with water according to the
outside temperature.

06810-20M - Taniche da 10 Lt
06825 -20M - Taniche da 25 Lt
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AlluminiumAlluminium

Car wash serviceCar wash service

Description
Detergent for aluminum flux at pH acid.
ALUMINIUM is a concentrated detergent
containing nonionic and ionic surfactants
with biodegradability higher than 90%,
inorganic acids and solvents couplers.
Remove it with ease as metal oxides and
rust stains from the sides of the trucks in
aluminum. Do not use on stainless steel,
chrome, zinc-plated and brass parts,
anodized aluminum.

Dosage
Dilute with water from 10 to 30%
depending on the case.

00525 - Taniche da 25 kg
00510 - Taniche da 10 kg

Anticalcare IdroAnticalcare Idro

Car wash serviceCar wash service

Description
Product anti back for pressure washers,
eliminates and prevents the formation of
limestone.

Dosage
Use pure. Dropping a few drops of product
in the reservoir of water accumulation.

01111 - Taniche da 11 kg
01125 - Taniche da 25 kg
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Antischiuma ConcentratoAntischiuma Concentrato

Car wash serviceCar wash service

Description
Silicone emulsion formulated to break
down the foam in detergents. Remove the
excess foam from any type of detergent
without compromising the effectiveness.

Dosage
Dilute from 0.1 to 0.2% depending on the
case.

01310 C - Taniche da 10 Lt

ClorovetClorovet

Car wash serviceCar wash service

Description
Product powder and tablets to eliminate
the proliferation of bacteria in the waters of
reciclate lavaggio.Non plants employ
organic sewage impiantio. Eliminates odor
from sulfur reciclate waters during the
summer.

Dosage
About 1 Kg of product per 15000 liters of
water. Available in powder and tablets to
slow solubilization.

03210 - Taniche da 10 kg
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DisincrostDisincrost

Car wash serviceCar wash service

Description
ph acid product with corrosion inhibitors to
eliminate calcium deposits, oxides and iron
sulphides from generators, boilers,
condensers, coolers etc ..... Not suitable
for soft metals. (eg: brass, copper .... )

Dosage
Dilute the product to 30% with water.

04910 - Taniche da 10 kg
04925 - taniche da 25 kg

LegabrilLegabril

Car wash serviceCar wash service

Description
Legabril is a descaling acid detergent for
cleaning stainless steel. And 'particularly
suitable for cleaning the facilities of the
plant in stainless steel, the stainless steel
drinking fountains and strizzapelli.
Removes limescale, dirt and possesses
polishes towards stainless steel. Not
suitable for chrome plating and
galvanizing.

Dosage
Dilute with water from 5 to 30% depending
on the processing power to perform.

06925 - Taniche da 25 kg
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LubrixLubrix

Car wash serviceCar wash service

Description
Lubrix and a particularly suitable lubricant
to keep lubricated the straps of the car
wash. Extends the life of belts eliminating
the annoying squeaks. Spray the product
as on the belt. FREE OF MINERAL OIL.

Dosage
Use pure.

034110 - Taniche da 10 lt
034125 - Taniche da 25 lt

Neutral DueNeutral Due

Car wash serviceCar wash service

Description
Neutral detergent with high cleaning
power, is used as shampoo brushes for
the removal of residual wax. Take a few
liters to clean the back of the washing
bristles. Suitable for flush-ok car-lite and
traditional polyethylene.

Dosage
Aspire to the pure state the product as a
normal shampoo brushes.

07925 2 - Taniche da 25 kg
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pH  MenopH  Meno

Car wash serviceCar wash service

Description
Liquid acid to reduce the pH in biological
purifiers. Lowers the alkalinity of the
detergent at optimal level by ensuring the
survival of the bacteria of the treatment
plants biologici.Un anti-foaming agent
regulates the formation of foam in the early
stages of start-up.

Dosage
Adjust the pH of the metering pump
around 7.5

08510 - Taniche da 10 kg
08525 - Taniche da 25 kg

ToglimuffaToglimuffa

Car wash serviceCar wash service

Description
Eliminates mold from the car wash
brushes, from the walls and all
clororesistenti surfaces.

Dosage
Use pure. Or dilute the max to 50% with
water.

11810 - Taniche da 10 kg
11825 - Taniche da 25 kg
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B52BB52B

CarrierCarrier

Description
To average two-component detergent
alkalinity 'particularly suitable for the
removal of oils and dirt from the lower part
of the truck. Great for removing smog from
cars in winter. Suitable for oily dirty.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 2 to 5% depending
on the temperature and the dirt to be
removed.

01725 - Taniche da 25 kg
01712 - Taniche da 10 kg

Car-ClorCar-Clor

CarrierCarrier

Description
Chlorine-active foaming alkaline detergent.
It is used to sanitize the refrigerator cells
and the means used to transport animals.

Dosage
Dilute the product with water from 5% to
10% .Use preferably in foam sprayer.

02325 - Taniche da 25 kg
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Concentrato PlusConcentrato Plus

CarrierCarrier

Description
Two-component super concentrated
detergent formulated specifically for the
total removal of any kind of dirt truck,
trucks, vans, tarpaulins, where dirt and
'anchored tenaciously. Safe in its use,
does not drip or stain. The particular
formulation containing polish, ensures
easy rinsing and a total shine and
protection of the treated part. Compared to
concentrate showed a better power of
suspending particulate dirt.

Dosage
Efficace all' 1%

03425 PLUS - Taniche da 25 kg

Decementante Decementante 

CarrierCarrier

Description
Descaling liquid PH strongly inhibited acid
for removal THE CEMENT DEPOSITS by
some metals. And 'it inhibited against
surfaces in iron, brass, Monel, almost all
types of stainless steel and mild steel. And
'incompatible with aluminum, tin, zinc and
some types of stainless steels.

Dosage
Use the product diluted with water from 50
to 70% according to necessity.

03825 - Taniche da 25 Kg
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Deter 3000Deter 3000

CarrierCarrier

Description
Strong single-phase alkaline liquid
detergent with high concentration. It is
used for the washing of truck and car. And
'particularly suitable in the winter months to
eliminate the traffic-film composed of smog
and particulate produced from salt and
earth. It presents an abundant foam which
disintegrates in few minutes. (Especially
useful in biological treatment plants).

Dosage
Dilute the product from 1% to 3% in
summer and winter.

046303000 - Taniche da 30 kg

Doppia FaseDoppia Fase

CarrierCarrier

Description
Double Stage and 'a bi-component alkaline
detergent for washing the outside of
trucks, lorries, vans and all those vehicles
where dirt and' particularly anchored
whether of organic or inorganic origin.
Great its use in hard water. Also suitable
for tarpaulins. Good value 'price.

Dosage
Dilute the product with water to '1% to 4%
in summer and in winter. Shake the
canister before use.

05025 - Taniche da 25 Kg
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DoppioDoppio

CarrierCarrier

Description
Two-component polishing detergent and
energetic. It possesses a good suspending
power and detergent, is used for washing
trucks and has a medium-high acalinitÃ.

Dosage
Shake the canister before use. Dilute the
product to '1% to 4% in summer and in
winter.

05125 - Taniche da 25 kg

Energy REnergy R

CarrierCarrier

Description
Detergent for cleaning the body and
wheels of vehicles. Energy R represents
the best compromise between cleaning
power and respect of the paint.

Dosage
Dilute the product 2nd of 4%

05230 R - Taniche da 30 kg
05212 R - Taniche da 12 kg
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Fase TreFase Tre

CarrierCarrier

Description
Two-component detergent with an average
alkalinity and great power suspending dirt.

Dosage
Dilute the product with water to '1% to 4%
in summer and in winter. Shake the
canister before use.

05325 - Taniche da 25 kg

Levacatrame SLevacatrame S

CarrierCarrier

Description
Product specifically designed to remove
from all surfaces of tar stains and
adhesives without damaging the treated
parts and matting. Also suitable for dry tar
removal of asfaltatori means.

Dosage
Use the product as is.

07125 - Taniche da 25 Lt
07110 - Taniche da 10 Lt
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Solvente latticeSolvente lattice

CarrierCarrier

Description
Specific product to remove most of the
milk from the tanks.

Dosage
The product is used in its pure state
nebulizzandolo inside the tank. Rinse off
after a few minutes with water.

S90910 - Taniche da 25 kg

Star/NStar/N

CarrierCarrier

Description
Foaming cleanser concentrate of strong
but gentle pre-wash the surfaces,
eliminates the most stubborn dirt. It does
not drip during spraying but perfectly off
the dirt to the passage of the rollers or high
pressure so as to make it suitable even for
slopes sel service. Note the aluminum
parts. medium strong alkalinity.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 0.5 in summer to
'1% in winter.

10630 - Taniche da 30 kg
10612 - Taniche da 12 kg
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Super SblokSuper Sblok

CarrierCarrier

Description
SUPER SBLOK and 'a concentrated
product that works with rapidita'contro rust
preventing galling problems with its
excellent' descaling. It works in a few
moments by unlocking any metal part.
SUPER SBLOK It also has a high
lubricating power, in time preventing the
formation of oxides. Excellent penetrating
power.

Dosage
Aerosol

139400 - Cartone da 24 pz - ML 4000
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Color Car BluColor Car Blu

Colored DetergentsColored Detergents

Description
Colorcar produces a colored foam with
high visual impact. To be used into the
snow arc or in the tri-foam system. Only
suitable for automatic systems roller.

Dosage
Far Draw pure about 20/40 grams of
product per car

03325 - Taniche da 25 kg

Color Car GialloColor Car Giallo

Colored DetergentsColored Detergents

Description
Colorcar produces a colored foam with
high visual impact. To be used into the
snow arc or in the tri-foam system. Only
suitable for automatic systems roller.

Dosage
Far Draw pure about 20/40 grams of
product per car.

03325 G - Taniche da 25 kg
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Color Car RossoColor Car Rosso

Colored DetergentsColored Detergents

Description
Colorcar produces a colored foam with
high visual impact. To be used into the
snow arc or in the tri-foam system. Only
suitable for automatic systems roller.

Dosage
Far Draw pure about 20/40 grams of
product per car.

03325 R - Taniche da 25 kg
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Acid OneAcid One

Detergents for plants NO-TOUCHDetergents for plants NO-TOUCH

Description
Foaming acid detergent for facilities No -
Touch. It is used as a first detergent and
should be combined with ALKALIS TWO. It
has excellent wetting and foaming
properties. It is recommended to let it work
ACID ONE for a few seconds and without
rinsing proceed to the use of TWO
ALKALI.

Dosage
It employs about 60 grams. per car.

00125 - Taniche da 25 kg
00110 - Tanica da 10 kg

Alkali DueAlkali Due

Detergents for plants NO-TOUCHDetergents for plants NO-TOUCH

Description
Alkaline foaming product to be used after
the application of ACID ONE without
rinsing in systems NO - TOUCH. This
cleanser has a great suspending power
and the particulate removal in the vehicle
mainly in the glass area. For the
determination (venturi nozzle color) follow
the instructions of the system
manufacturer. In principle, it takes about
100 grams of product per car.

Dosage
In principle, it takes about 100 grams of
product per car.

00330 - Taniche da 30 kg
00312 - Taniche da 12 kg
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Alkali Due OzonoAlkali Due Ozono

Detergents for plants NO-TOUCHDetergents for plants NO-TOUCH

Description
Alkaline product to be used after the
application of ACID in plants NO ONE -
TOUCH. This cleanser has a great
suspending power and the particulate
removal in the vehicle mainly in the glass
area. For the determination (venturi nozzle
color) follow the instructions of the system
manufacturer.

Dosage
In principle, it takes about 100g of product
per car.

00330 O - Taniche da 30 kg

PDTPDT

Detergents for plants NO-TOUCHDetergents for plants NO-TOUCH

Description
Detergent with a high security foaming pre-
wash of use, unique, completely removes
any kind of dirt even at extreme dilutions
providing a unique security. Do not scrub
profiles, plastic although remanufactured,
safe in every season. Does not drip, easy
to rinse and it 'ideal for use in enclosed or
poorly ventilated areas. non-corrosive
alkaline product

Dosage
To 2% dilution with water.

08312 - Taniche da 12 kg
08330 - Taniche da 30 kg
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Alluminium  Tipo  LAlluminium  Tipo  L

Detergents For RimsDetergents For Rims

Description
Acid detergent specially designed for quick
and easy removal of oxides and the brake
pads deposits. Restores the original color
to the treated surface, protecting it for a
long time. Use of non-diamond wheels,
chromed or anodized. Suitable for Alcoa.

Dosage
Dilute 2-5% with water.

00725 - Taniche da 25 kg
00710 - Taniche da 10 kg

Energy 3020 SpecialEnergy 3020 Special

Detergents For RimsDetergents For Rims

Description
Alkaline detergent concentrate for cleaning
alloy wheels and plastic. It takes from 7% -
10% in water as a function of air
temperature.

Dosage
Dilute the product by 7% -10% with water.

05230 S - Taniche da 30 kg
05212 S - Taniche da 12 kg
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Energy REnergy R

Detergents For RimsDetergents For Rims

Description
Detergent for cleaning the body and
wheels of vehicles. Energy R represents
the best compromise between cleaning
power and respect of the paint.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 1 to 5%

05230 R - Taniche da 30 kg
05212 R - Taniche da 12 kg

Mac 3 PTMac 3 PT

Detergents For RimsDetergents For Rims

Description
High concentration of alkaline detergent,
specifically designed for the total removal
of the brake pads and dirt in general from
all kinds of circles, both iron alloy or with
plastic wheel covers. Do not use the pure
state. Do not use on diamond wheels Do
not use of Circles of motorcycles.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 3 to 8% with water
depending on the air temperature.

07530 PT - Taniche da 30 kg
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PulicerchiPulicerchi

Detergents For RimsDetergents For Rims

Description
Alkaline detergent specially formulated for
the complete removal of any kind of dirt
from iron rims, alloy or with wheel covers
in plastica.Pulicerchi leaves the circle
perfectly clean and shiny without rubbing.
Highly effective is still on the treated
surfaces without dripping. The active
substances contained in it dissolve the dirt
without damaging the treated part. Great
its use in slopes Self service.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 5 to 10% with
water depending on the air temperature.

09330 - Taniche da 30 kg
09312 - Taniche da 12 kg

Pulicerchi  FFPulicerchi  FF

Detergents For RimsDetergents For Rims

Description
Highly alkaline detergent at low surfactant
content for cleaning the wheels and of the
motor vehicles. Pulicerchi FF contains only
the '1.8% surfactant and we recommend
the' use where it is necessary to keep
down this parameter. Pulicerhi FF is also
used in the cleaning of the lower part of
the vehicles. Do not use on camper with
aluminum parts and motorcycles.

Dosage
For the lower use from '1 to 3% depending
on the temperature and to 10% for car
rims.

09330 FF - Taniche da 30 kg
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ArchefoamArchefoam

Foaming and not to brush systemsFoaming and not to brush systems

Description
Foaming Cleanser highly visual, with
neutral pH and pleasant fragrance.
Enhances the color of preserving
dall'opacizzazioni paint due to aging,
enhancing the brilliance of the paint.
Excellent value for money. FROST

Dosage
Dilute the product in the ratio 1/3 with
water.

01425 - Taniche da 25 kg

Arconeve Arconeve 

Foaming and not to brush systemsFoaming and not to brush systems

Description
Arconeve is particularly recommended for
the arc of the snow-washing facilities
foaming slightly acidic pH detergent. We
recommend the use of this product with
hard and very hard water climates. It can
be added to the pre-washing detergents to
increase the foaming of the product.

Dosage
From 10 to 30 pulses depending on the
extent of the metering pump.

01525 - Taniche da 25 kg
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Detergente   ODetergente   O

Foaming and not to brush systemsFoaming and not to brush systems

Description
Scented detergent to foam flowers
compatible with autoasciuganti waxes of
scrubbers. It is recommended for use
when there is a single pipe for the arc wax
and for cleaning or washing plant present
a bad rinsing.

Dosage
Aspire to the pure state the product with
the appropriate dosing pumps about 10/20
gr. With Venturi system dilute the product
to 10%

04425 O - Taniche da 25 kg

NeutralNeutral

Foaming and not to brush systemsFoaming and not to brush systems

Description
Detergent to keep clean the brushes of
scrubbers with ionic charge compatible
with autoasciuganti waxes and pH
neutro.Produce an average foam easy to
rinse.

Dosage
Dilution: Dosing Pumps from 20 to 30
pulses.

07925 - Taniche da 25 kg
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Neutral DueNeutral Due

Foaming and not to brush systemsFoaming and not to brush systems

Description
Neutral detergent with high cleaning
power, is used as shampoo brushes for
the removal of residual wax.

Dosage
Dilution: Dosing Pumps from 20 to 30
pulses.

07925 2 - Taniche da 25 kg

Sop H2OSop H2O

Foaming and not to brush systemsFoaming and not to brush systems

Description
Foaming medium non-ionic charge foam
compatible with autoasciuganti waxes
containing the polish to moderately acidic
pH (5.5-6). It opens the water film
facilitating the drying of the vehicles. It
keeps the brushes clean the washing
facilities. Also suitable for high pressure
washers.

Dosage
Far aspirate pure state about 20 grams of
product per car. To adjust pressure
washers minimizing the product suction.

10725 - Taniche da 25 kg
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Super foam 111 VerdeSuper foam 111 Verde

Foaming and not to brush systemsFoaming and not to brush systems

Description
Cleaner highly concentrated scented
foaming. Produces an intense foam that
inflated with air, it does not drip and
perfumes the environment around the site
of application. It takes 5-8 grams / liter to
obtain abundant foam called 'shaving' that
can be used both in systems with arc-
snow, both in the brush of "self-service
boxes". Upon request and 'also available
in scented version to SOFT FRUIT. NOT
FREEZE.

Dosage
Aspire to the pure state from the special
metering pump approximately 5/8 grams
per car.

11325  - Taniche da 25 Kg
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ArchefoamArchefoam

Foaming for tracks self serviceFoaming for tracks self service

Description
Foaming cleanser high visual impact, with
a slightly alkaline pH and pleasantly
scented. Enhances the color of preserving
paint by opacification due to aging.
Excellent value for money. FROST

Dosage
Dilute the product in the ratio 1/3 with
water.

01425 - Tanica da 25 kg

Arconeve TalcoArconeve Talco

Foaming for tracks self serviceFoaming for tracks self service

Description
Arconeve is particularly recommended for
the arc of the snow-washing facilities
foaming slightly acidic pH detergent. We
recommend the use of this product with
hard and very hard water climates. It can
be added to the pre-wash detergents to
increase the schioumosità of the product.

Dosage
From 10 to 30 pulses depending on the
extent of the metering pump.

01525 P - Taniche da 25 kg
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Deterschiuma Deterschiuma 

Foaming for tracks self serviceFoaming for tracks self service

Description
Foaming cleanser to foam lance for use in
sef-service lanes. It produces a very rich
lather of great visual impact and detergent.

Dosage
With metering pumps using 10/20 gr. liter.

04730 - Taniche da 30 kg

NeutralNeutral

Foaming for tracks self serviceFoaming for tracks self service

Description
Detergent to keep clean the brushes of
scrubbers with ionic charge compatible
with autoasciuganti waxes and pH
neutro.Produce an average foam easy to
rinse.

Dosage
Dosing Pumps from 20 to 30 pulses.

07925 - Taniche da 25 kg
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Polish & CeraPolish & Cera

Foaming for tracks self serviceFoaming for tracks self service

Description
Foaming cleaner lance self-service tracks
a neutral pH with anti-static and self-
polishing effect. Enhances the color of
preserving dall'opacizzazioni paint due to
aging, enhancing the brilliance of the paint.
Excellent value for money.

Dosage
Adjust the metering pump to 20-40 pulses.

08825 - Taniche da 25 Lt

Super Foam 111Super Foam 111

Foaming for tracks self serviceFoaming for tracks self service

Description
Cleaner highly concentrated scented
foaming. It produces an intense foam that
inflated with air does not leak and
perfumes the air around the site of
application. It takes 5-8 grams / liter to
obtain abundant foam called 'shaving' that
can be used both in systems with arc-snow
is in the brush of "self-service boxes".
Upon request and 'also available in
scented version to SOFT FRUIT. NOT
FREEZE.

Dosage
Aspire to the pure state from the special
metering pump about 5.8 grams of product
per car.

11325 - Taniche da 25 Kg
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Decerante CopolimeroDecerante Copolimero

New CarNew Car

Description
Water-soluble liquid for cold stripping of
new protected copolymer waxes cars.

Dosage
Dilute the product to 4% with water.

03525 - Tanica da 25 kg

Decerante Copolimero ForteDecerante Copolimero Forte

New CarNew Car

Description
Detergent for the complete removal of
copolymer waxes from new cars. Is top of
the line as well as guaranteeing an optimal
result, can also be applied on wet cars
allowing stripping in all weather conditions.

Dosage
It is diluted from 2% to 4% depending on
the materials of which it is composed of
the car, the thickness of the wax, by the
time elapsed from the application of the
polymer and the air temperature.

03525 F - Tanica da 25 kg
03510 F - Tanica da 10 kg
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Decerante ManualeDecerante Manuale

New CarNew Car

Description
Paraffin wax remover from cold-employed.
It sprinkles the vehicle with a manual wax
remover solution in the ratio of one part of
the product and two parts of diesel oil. It
waits a few tens of seconds and then rinse
with a pressure washer or other means.
Pass the sponge only in the case of
accumulation of wax due to poor initial
implant spraying waxing.

Dosage
Product to be used in its pure state, or to
be diluted up to 1/3 with diesel fuel.

03925 M - Tanica da 25 lt

Decerante VaporeDecerante Vapore

New CarNew Car

Description
Specific product for the removal of paraffin
waxes from new cars. completely removes
the waxy protection without
strofinare.Rapida separation of the water
produced. Do not form stable emulsions.

Dosage
Pure suction with hot pressure washer at
80 ° Ca. Adjust the suction valve
dell'idropulitrice to 2% - 7%. (About 1 liter
per car).

03925 V - Tanica da 25 Lt
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DesoxidDesoxid

New CarNew Car

Description
Detergent to remove the oxide formed on
the cars that have been kept under the
power lines or have traveled by rail.
Desoxid is applied as a shampoo and one
application eliminates the yellowish marks
from paints, glasses and vehicle
tarpaulins.

Dosage
Dilute the product with 50% water.

04025 - Taniche da 25 Kg
04010 - Tanica da 10 kg

Desoxid 2Desoxid 2

New CarNew Car

Description
Acid detergent to remove the oxide railway
and high voltage cables. More 'energetic
than DESOXID but more' dangerous if
used on plastics reciclate of some cars.

Dosage
Dilute the product with 50% water.

04025 - Taniche da 25 Kg
04010 - Tanica da 10 kg
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LevacollaLevacolla

New CarNew Car

Description
Eliminates glue residues from new and
used cars that have been protected by
plastic films and labels of various types.
Spray the product as is and let it act for a
few seconds. Finally wipe with a soft, clean
cloth.

Dosage
Use the product in the state Puro.

07225 - Taniche da 25 Lt
07210 - Taniche da 10 Lt
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AvantAvant

Polish For Polishing ChemicalsPolish For Polishing Chemicals

Description
Foaming cleanser for chemical polishing in
portals. It is also used in the tunnels as a
cleaner polishing precera. It keeps them
soft and flexible brushes and the car-lite
fabric. Not dirty brushes.

Dosage
From 30 to 80 pulses depending on the
extent of the metering pump.

01625 - Taniche da 25 kg
01610 - Taniche da 10 kg

Lucidor Lucidor 

Polish For Polishing ChemicalsPolish For Polishing Chemicals

Description
Lucidor is a foam cleanser average high
molecular protection. With the car lite
brushes and special polishing cycle are
obtained brilliant machines and covered
with an invisible molecular film which
protects for many months the car paint.
The result is mentiene over time and is not
affected in the upcoming washes although
effetuato professional with alkaline
detergents. Product Highly Professional.

Dosage
Use with dosing pumps about 30 gr./lt

07425 - Taniche da 25 Lt
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Lucidor SchiumaLucidor Schiuma

Polish For Polishing ChemicalsPolish For Polishing Chemicals

Description
Lucidor foam is a foam cleanser average
high molecular protection. With the car lite
brushes and special polishing cycle are
obtained brilliant machines and covered
with an invisible molecular film which
protects for many months the car paint.
The result is mentiene over time and is not
affected in the upcoming washes although
effetuato professional with alkaline
detergents.

Dosage
Adjust the metering pump to 30-50 pulses

07425 S - Taniche da 25 Lt

Polish & CeraPolish & Cera

Polish For Polishing ChemicalsPolish For Polishing Chemicals

Description
To polish Polishes Chemical
Protective Foaming polish and polish
brush the tracks self-service. Polish & Wax
enhances the luster of vernice.Forma large
drops during the rinsing phase. It protects
the paint against the elements. It replaces
the phase of wax in plants that have none.

Dosage
Adjust the metering pump to 20-40 pulses.

41C3 - Taniche da 10 Lt
41C5 - Fusti da 220 Lt
41C4 - Taniche
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Polish FoamPolish Foam

Polish For Polishing ChemicalsPolish For Polishing Chemicals

Description
Foaming cleanser for chemical polishing in
portals and as a cleaning agent polishing
precera. Not dirty brushes. Excellent value
for money.

Dosage
Aspire to pure about 40/80 gr. of product
per car.

08925 - Taniche da 25 Kg
08910 - Taniche da 10 kg

Polish Foam PlusPolish Foam Plus

Polish For Polishing ChemicalsPolish For Polishing Chemicals

Description
Product to rinse foaming action for
chemical polishing plants provided with
appropriate dosing pump. Eliminates
micro-scratches on the car permanently
with filling action. It protects the paint
against weather, micro-scratches, acid rain
etc ...... Perfumed cherry. High gloss paint.
It represents the range as Top luster.

Dosage
Aspire to pure state about 40 grams per
car.

08910 - Taniche da 10 Lt
08925 P - Taniche da 25 Lt
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Polish MicroPolish Micro

Polish For Polishing ChemicalsPolish For Polishing Chemicals

Description
Highly polishing product to perform
chemical polishing with plants
portale.Massima shine. Its micro-emulsion
penetrates the porosity 'of the paint
ensuring an unequaled polishing.

Dosage
Aspire to pure state about 20/25 grams per
car.

08910 M - Taniche da 10 kg
08925 M - Taniche da 25 kg

Protettivo  PTFEProtettivo  PTFE

Polish For Polishing ChemicalsPolish For Polishing Chemicals

Description
Protective foam based ptfe for the
protection of the paint of cars. Leave an
anti-static protective film that repels smog
and dirt, allowing the paint to stay clean
and protected for a more 'long-term than
traditional products.

Dosage
Aspire to pure state about 25 grams per
car.

040425 - Taniche da 25 kg
040410 - Taniche da 10 kg
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SuperpolishSuperpolish

Polish For Polishing ChemicalsPolish For Polishing Chemicals

Description

Highly scented foaming product containing
special polymers in micro emulsion
specifically for plants equipped with
chemical polishing gaming system with
car-lite brushes. The formula guarantees a
perfectly opaque foam which does not drip,
an excellent shine and a unique long-term
protection. Do not let the product dry on
the car. It represents the range top as
protection.

Dosage
Use pure state and to aspire from the
special metering pump 40/70 gr for car.

11410 - Taniche da 10 Lt
11425 - Taniche da 25 kg
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Alkali Due OzonoAlkali Due Ozono

Pre Wash tracks self servicePre Wash tracks self service

Description
Pre-wash for Walks Self-Service
High performance cleaner self-service
lanes. The product has a high cleaning
degree so as to make it usable even with
cold water. This' saves a lot of money.
Particularly suitable for the removal of
insects and smog.

Dosage
It is using both high and low pressure.

00330 O - Taniche da 30 kg

CarjetCarjet

Pre Wash tracks self servicePre Wash tracks self service

Description
Pre-wash for Walks Self-Service
Detergent for use in self-service lanes. It
removes most 'stubborn dirt effortlessly,
also suitable for hard water. It does not
clog the pipes and does no harm to plastic
and aluminum profiles. Ideal for any
purification method. Scented.

Dosage
Dilute to 50% with acqua.Regolare the
metering pump from 20 to 60 pulses.
Dotratron to 2%

02425 - Taniche da 25 kg
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Deter 65HDeter 65H

Pre Wash tracks self servicePre Wash tracks self service

Description
Pre-wash for Walks Self-Service
pre-washing detergent with high cleaning
power, remove smog and dirt from any
surface. Ideal for slopes Self-Service. Do
not use particularly waters rich in salts.

Dosage
Dilute to 50% with acqua.Regolare the
metering pump from 20 to 60 pulses.
Dotratron to 2%

H3445 - Taniche da 25 Kg
H3434 - Fusto da 220 Kg
H3232 - Cubo

DeterschiumaDeterschiuma

Pre Wash tracks self servicePre Wash tracks self service

Description
Pre-wash for Walks Self-Service
foaming cleanser to foam lance for use in
sef-service lanes. It produces a very rich
lather of great visual impact and detergent.

Dosage
In summer you are using pre-diluted from
0.5%, while in winter from 1% to 3%.

04730 - Taniche da 30 kg
04712 - Taniche da 12 kg
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IdrodetIdrodet

Pre Wash tracks self servicePre Wash tracks self service

Description
Specific pre-wash detergent for slopes
Self-Service, washes in depth 'only with
the help of the spear respecting chrome
and plastic. No release of salt deposits in
the pipes and outside the joints. Available
scented version.

Dosage
Dilute to 50% with acqua.Regolare the
metering pump from 20 to 60 pulses.
Dotratron 1% to 2% in summer and in
winter.

05725 O - Taniche da 25 Kg
057220 O - Fusto da 220 Kg

TurbojetTurbojet

Pre Wash tracks self servicePre Wash tracks self service

Description
Scented alkaline detergent for prewash
tracks self service. Particularly suitable for
the removal of microparticellato. Suitable
for very hard water. It prevents
encrustations and cleans the pipes from
residues of other detergents or lime.

Dosage
Dilute to 50% with acqua.Regolare the
metering pump from 20 to 60 pulses.
Dotratron from 1% to 2% in summer and
winter.

12225 - Taniche da 25 Kg
12210 - Tanica da 10 kg
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Turbojet ProfumatoTurbojet Profumato

Pre Wash tracks self servicePre Wash tracks self service

Description
Scented alkaline detergent for prewash
tracks self service. Particularly suitable for
the removal of microparticellato. Suitable
for very hard water. It prevents
encrustations and cleans the pipes from
residues of other detergents or lime. It
contains essential oil of eucalyptus.

Dosage
Dilute to 50% with acqua.Regolare the
metering pump from 20 to 60 pulses.
Dotratron from 1% to 2% in summer and
winter.

12225 P - Taniche da 25 kg
12210 - Tanica da 10 kg
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ActivoActivo

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Low viscosity liquid pre-wash detergent 'to
wash car bodies, trucks, tarpaulins. It has
good foaming and good wetting properties
that give it a great rapidity 'action. Pre-
wash with alkaline pH to antistatic effect.

Dosage
Dilute the product with water from 0.5% to
3% in summer and winter.

00225 - Taniche da 25 kg
00210 - Tanica da 10 kg

Antischiuma ConcentratoAntischiuma Concentrato

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Silicone emulsion formulated to break
down the foam in detergents. Remove the
excess foam from any type of detergent
without compromising the effectiveness.

Dosage
Dilute from 0.1 to 0.2% depending on the
case.

01310 C - Taniche da 10 lt
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Base AutoBase Auto

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Foaming product for manual washing of all
Produce superfici.Formula a dense foam
that covers the vehicle by slowing the
evaporation dell'acqua.Di easy rinsing.
Gentle on all surfaces. Special for hard
water. Makes' plunging limestone on the
bottom of the bucket.

Dosage
Very focused product. about 15 g in 20
liters of water.

01825 - Taniche da 25 kg
01810 - Tanica da 10 kg

CabrioCabrio

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Detergent for pre-washing cars, produces
a rich lather, easy rinsing high alkalinity
'surfaces in dosages indicated also in the
summer months.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 0.5% to 3%
depending on the season and climate.

02130 - Taniche da 25 kg
02160 - Fustino da 60 kg
02112 - Taniche da 12 kg
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CarwashCarwash

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Cleanser with natural substances high
biodegradability. It has a good polishing
power of paint and suspending the dirt. It
does not hinder the action of the
hydrophobic wax. It does not contain
phosphates or NTA.

Dosage
Nebulizer dilute with 1 to 3% with water
according to the outside temperature, if
you use with dosing pumps 10/20 gr.litro.

02625 - Taniche da 25 kg

ConcentratoConcentrato

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Of Pre-wash detergent
two-component super concentrated
detergent formulated specifically for the
total removal of any kind of dirt from
trucks, lorries, vans, tarpaulins. Active
where dirt and 'anchored tenaciously
(Trafic-Film). Safe in its use, does not drip
or stain. The particular formulation
containing polish, ensures easy rinsing
and a total shine and protection of the
treated part.

Dosage
Dilute with water in the atomizer from '1%
in summer to 3% in winter. Shake before
using.

03425 - Taniche da 25 kg
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Concentrato PlusConcentrato Plus

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Two-component super concentrated
detergent formulated specifically for the
total removal of any kind of dirt truck,
trucks, vans, tarpaulins, where dirt and
'anchored tenaciously. Safe in its use,
does not drip or stain. The particular
formulation containing polish, ensures
easy rinsing and a total shine and
protection of the treated part. Compared to
concentrate showed a better power of
suspending particulate dirt.

Dosage
Efficace all' 1%

03425 PLUS - Taniche da 25 kg

Deter 3000Deter 3000

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Strong single-phase alkaline liquid
detergent with high concentration. It is
used for the washing of truck and car. And
'particularly suitable in the winter months to
eliminate the traffic-film composed of smog
and particulate produced from salt and
earth. It presents an abundant foam which
disintegrates in few minutes. (Especially
useful in biological treatment plants).

Dosage
Dilute the product from 1% to 3% in
summer and winter.

046303000 - Taniche da 30 kg
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Deter 65Deter 65

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Prewash foaming cleanser with high
cleaning power, remove smog and dirt
from any surface, particularly suitable for
nebulizers. Excellent value for money. Do
not use particularly waters rich in salts.

Dosage
Dilution 1% to 3% in summer and in winter.

04225 65 - Taniche da 25 kg

Deter 65 HDeter 65 H

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Prewash foaming cleanser with high
cleaning and penetrating power, eliminate
smog and dirt from any surface. Ideal for
slopes Self-Service. Effect Polish Do not
use particularly waters rich in salts.

Dosage
Dilution 1% to 3% in summer and in winter.

04225 65H - Taniche da 25 kg
0422510 - Tanica da 10 kg
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Deter BluDeter Blu

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Detergent for universal applications for use
on rims, autovaicoli and trucks. Limit
contact with aluminum.
It can 'be used on self-service lanes and
other facilities given its high solubility' in
water. It contains an agent polish.

Dosage
Nebulizer dilute with 1 to 3% with water
according to the outside temperature, if
you use with dosing pumps 10/20 gr.litro.

DE4567 - Taniche da 25 kg

Deter VerdeDeter Verde

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Viscous cleaner car prewash indicated for
nebulizzatori.Ottimo relationship quality
'price.

Dosage
Nebulizer dilute with 1 to 3% with water
according to the outside temperature, if
you use with dosing pumps 15/25 gr.litro.

000879 - Taniche da 25 kg
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Doppia FaseDoppia Fase

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Dual Phase and 'a bi-component liquid
detergent for external washing of trucks,
lorries, vans and all those vehicles where
dirt and' particularly anchored be it organic
or inorganic. Great its use in hard water.

Ottimo il suo utilizzo in presenza di acque
dure.

Dosage
Dilute the product with water to '1% to 4%
in summer and in winter. Shake the
canister before use.

05025 - Taniche da 25 kg
05010 - Taniche da 10 kg

DoppioDoppio

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Two-component polishing detergent and
energetic. It possesses a good suspending
power and detergent, is used for washing
trucks and has a medium-high acalinitÃ.

Dosage
Dall '1% -4% in water as a function of
temperature, water hardness, and the
state of the paint. Shake before using.

05125 - Taniche da 25 kg
05112 - Taniche da 12 kg
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Energy REnergy R

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Detergent for cleaning the body and
wheels of vehicles. Energy R represents
the best compromise between cleaning
power and respect of the paint.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 1% to 2%
depending on the outside temperature.

05230 R - Taniche da 30 kg
05212 R - Taniche da 12 kg

Fase TreFase Tre

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Two-component detergent with an average
alkalinity and great power suspending dirt.

Dosage
Dall '1% -4% in water as a function of
temperature, water hardness, and the
state of the paint. Shake before using..

3012 - Taniche da 25 kg
3012A - Taniche da 12 kg
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ForteForte

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Low-viscosity liquid detergent 'and high
concentration for quick removal of any kind
of stubborn dirt at low temperatures.

Dosage
In summer dilute the product from 0.5% to
1%. In winter use the dilution up to 3%

05425 - Taniche da 25 kg

Genius Self CerchiGenius Self Cerchi

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Pre-wash detergent for hard water
containing polish. It has an average
alkalinity which makes it also suitable for
washing the car look even with automated
systems.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 1 to 2% in summer
and from 2 to 4% in winter.

05525 - Taniche da 25 kg
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MosceriniMoscerini

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Gnats facilitates the separation of the
insects from the car windows and paint
work.

Dosage
Dilute with water from 2 to 4% depending
on the temperature.

07710 - Taniche da 10 lt
07725 - Taniche da 25 lt

No IceNo Ice

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Liquid to be added to the products diluted
in winter to keep them from freeze. Useful
in self-service machines (Profumauto-
Pulicerchi).

Dosage
Add to the solution of water and detergent
in the 5% -20% reason function of
temperature below zero that you want to
obtain. (See Tables freezing).
From 5% -to 20% in the detergent
according to necessity.

08125 - Taniche da 25 kg
08110 - Tanica da 10 kg
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PDTPDT

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Detergent with a high security pre unique
use of a kind. Completely removes all
kinds of dirt, even at extreme dilutions
ensuring total security. Non-staining
profiles and plastic although
remanufactured. Safe in every season.
Non-cola and 'easy to rinse and it' ideal for
use in enclosed or poorly ventilated areas.
non-corrosive alkaline product.

Dosage
Dilution with water from '0.5% to 2% in
summer and winter.

08312 - Taniche da 12 kg
08330 - Taniche da 30 kg

PulijetPulijet

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Cleaner self-service runs high solubility.
Product containing polish with medium pH
alkalinity, favors the protection of the paint
and the opening of the water film at the
time of rinsing. It contains non-ionic
surfactants and high biodegradability ionic.
foam Lux

Dosage
Dilution with water from '0.5% to 2%

09425 - Taniche da 25 kg
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Senz'AcquaSenz'Acqua

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Polishing detergent to wash the means
with microfibre cloths without the aid of
water. Senz 'water washes the body
without using water, just spray the product
on a small area to be treated and then
spread with a microfiber cloth to remove
dirt, wait 5 seconds and move on to
another clean, dry microfiber cloth to polish
the treated area. Washes, polishes and
protects in one pass. scented

Dosage
As it is or dilute up to 50% with water.

10110 - Taniche da 10 kg

Shampoo & CeraShampoo & Cera

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Foaming shampoo containing a polishing
agent.

Dosage
It employs manually as a normal shampoo.

10425 - Taniche da 25 kg
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Star/NStar/N

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Highly concentrated liquid detergent foam
for pre-washing of car bodies, trucks,
tarpaulins, aircraft, agricultural vehicles
with alkaline pH to static and polishing
effect. Does not drip. It has a high foaming,
softening, degreasing agent and
emulsifier. It uses both into the nebulizer is
in automatic systems. Great for the smog
removal. High concentration is also used
for washing engines.

Dosage
Dilute the product with water from '1 to 3%
depending on the dirt and temperature.

10630 - Taniche da 30 kg
10612 - Taniche da 12 kg

Strato 2Strato 2

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Layer 2 and 'a bi-component multi-purpose
liquid detergent for those who require a
unique product for more functions.
Particularly suitable for heavy dirty as the
one present on the trucks.

Dosage
Dall '0.5% -3% in water as a function of
temperature, water hardness and the state
of the paint.

11025 2 - Taniche da 25 kg
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SummerwashSummerwash

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Prewash foaming cleanser for the summer
period. Its corrosion inhibitors and the
retarders of water evaporation, make it a
particularly safe product for car paints. We
recommend this product to those who do
not particularly aggressive products and
who have a good cleaning power.

Dosage
Automatic plant 10/20 gr-lt.

11125 - taniche da 25 kg

SuperdetSuperdet

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Component liquid of high property ', acts
quickly and easily on all surfaces and to
any kind of dirt, both of organic and
inorganic origin. Thanks to its components,
emulsifies and breaks up dirt instantly
without dripping and quickly.

Dosage
For the winter period, dilute 1 part product
with 50 parts of water.For the summer
period a part of product with 80 parts of
water.

11230 - Taniche da 30 kg
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TecnoTecno

Pre-wash DetergentsPre-wash Detergents

Description
Detegente energetic alkaline for motor
vehicles. Its formula without caustic soda
make it particularly suitable for the
cleaning of dirty tenacious. However, it
recommends to the continuous variation of
the alloys making up the bike to always
make my test product compatibility.

Dosage
Nebulizer: Dilute the product to 1% with
water.

11625 - Taniche da 25 kg
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PreceraPrecera

Precera DetergentsPrecera Detergents

Description
Precera and 'a detergent at acidic pH to
effect ANTI AUTO-POLISH low foam.
Facilitates waxes in its functions. It keeps
the brushes of the washing facilities clean
and soft. The product and 'a great
limestone scrubber present in the water
and facilitates the smoothness of the wax
in the drying phase. It reduces the
formation of deposits on the windows and
on dell'autolavaggio.Contiene structures of
vegetable substances. Ideal for biological
sewage treatment plants.

Dosage
Aspire to the pure state, about 5-10 gr. per
car.

09010 - Taniche da 10 kg
09025 - Taniche da 25 kg

Precera 3FPrecera 3F

Precera DetergentsPrecera Detergents

Description
Precera acid at AUTO-POLISH foaming.
Facilitates waxes in its functions,
maintaining clean and soft brushes. Easy
risciaquabilita 'with the product and polish'
to foaming. Not greasy and keeps the
brushes clean in time protecting them from
re-depositing of dirt and limestone
materials.

Dosage
To suck from the special metering pump
about 10/15 gr per car.

09010 3F - Taniche da 10 kg
09025 3F - Taniche da 25 kg
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Precera MixPrecera Mix

Precera DetergentsPrecera Detergents

Description
PRECERA MIX combines the protective
water repellent action and polished in
automatic car wash installations.

Dosage
To suck from the special metering pump
about 10/20 gr per car.

09025 MIX - Taniche da 25 kg
09010 MIX - Taniche da 10 kg

Precera PolishPrecera Polish

Precera DetergentsPrecera Detergents

Description
Pre-Wax to polishing effect to use over
brushes, easy to rinse, greatly helps the
wax in its drying phase even in the
presence of strong alkaline detergents.
This opens the film of water on the car.

Dosage
To suck from the special metering pump
about 10/25 gr per car.

09025P - Taniche da 25 kg
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Precera RossoPrecera Rosso

Precera DetergentsPrecera Detergents

Description
SELF Precera to effect acid medium
foaming ', facilitates the waxes in its
functions while maintaining clean and soft
brushes. Opens the film of water on the
car.
Aspire pure about 5/10 gr per car.

Dosage
Aspire pure about 5/10 gr per car.

09025 R - Taniche da 25 kg

Precera Rosso PlusPrecera Rosso Plus

Precera DetergentsPrecera Detergents

Description
Precera Mid foaming 'high molecular
effect. Facilitates waxes in its functions by
sealing the microporous coatings.

Dosage
Aspire to pure state about 3/5 grams of
product per car.

09025 - Taniche da 25 kg
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Precera SPrecera S

Precera DetergentsPrecera Detergents

Description
Cleaner-polish for hard water for the
brushes or tunnel portals. It gives a greater
degree of gloss to the paint and helps to
eliminate whitish spots due to evaporation
of water remaining after drying (deposit of
salts of Ca, Mg, Fe, Si) facilitates the
sliding of the wax in case of very waters
hard.

 Agevola lo scorrimento della cera in caso
di acque molto dure.

Dosage
Far aspirate pure state about 10 grams of
product per car.

09025 S - Taniche da 25 Lt
09010 S - Taniche da 10 Lt

Precera SVSPrecera SVS

Precera DetergentsPrecera Detergents

Description
Precera polishing particularly suitable for
hard water.

Dosage
Use undiluted with metering pump
adjusted to 15 grams by car.

09025 SVS - Taniche da 25 kg
09010 SVS - Tanica da 10 kg
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Precera-MicroPrecera-Micro

Precera DetergentsPrecera Detergents

Description
Micro protective polish emulsion for the
brushes of automatic washing systems for
vehicles. It increases the performance of
the wax. Reduced € ™ s friction
CARLIGHT bristles on the car

Dosage
Use undiluted with metering pump
adjusted to 15 gr.per car.

09025 M - Taniche da 25 kg
09010 M - Taniche da 10 kg
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American GumAmerican Gum

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
American Gum is applied in automatic
washing systems with foam dispenser or
manually by brush. The product is resistant
to water.

Dosage
Use as is.

00925 - Taniche da 25 Lt
00910  - Taniche da 10 Lt

Brillant GlassBrillant Glass

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description

It owns properties 'anti and ensures
excellent visibility' with no halos.

Dosage
Aerosol

1262200 - Cartone 12 Pz. - 200 ml
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Decatramante SDecatramante S

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Product specifically designed to remove
from all surfaces of tar stains and
adhesives without damaging the treated
parts and matting. Also suitable for dry tar
removal of asfaltatori means.

Dosage
Use the product as is.

3077 - Taniche da 25 Kg

DuplexDuplex

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Specific product for the rapid removal of
tar and resin are deposited on the vehicle
bodies. Also suitable for adhesives.

Dosage
Aerosol

138200 - Cartone 12 Pz. - ml 200
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Easy LuxEasy Lux

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
DASHBOARDS spray, revives and
protects car dashboards, plastics in
general and rubber profiles. Non-greasy
and non-sticky, good hiding power even
worn parts. Polishes and protects the
treated surfaces. Formula Vanilla and
Strawberry.

Dosage
Aerosol

128600 - 24 Pz - 600 Ml

Ice RemoverIce Remover

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
ICE REMOVER Instantly dissolves ice
formations from car windows and the locks
for a visibility 'perfect.

Dosage
Aerosol

133200 - Cartone 24 Pz. - ml 200
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IgienixIgienix

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Sanitizer for vehicle interiors. Eliminates
unpleasant odors, microorganisms, fungi,
and bacteria, leaving a pleasant smell of
clean. Ventilate before staying. Available in
two fragrances: Fern Cologne and Blue.
The colony and 'indicated to cover the
smell of cigarette smoke.

Dosage
Aerosol

129200 - Cartone 24 Pz - ml 200

LavamoquetteLavamoquette

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Low foaming liquid detergent for the
complete cleansing of carpets, fabrics and
mats. Indicated for use with machines of
injection and extraction. It owns property
'sanitizers that prevent the release of
unpleasant odors during drying of the
tissues. Ideal for Velvet and Alcantara
Available in 4 fragrances.
depending on the dirt to be removed.

Dosage
The product is diluted from 5% to 10%

06325 S - Taniche da 25 kg
06310 S - Tanica da 10 kg
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Lavamoquette SchiumaLavamoquette Schiuma

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Carpet cleaners foam produces an
average foam particularly suitable for hard
water or large amounts of dust in the
carpet fabric. you can also use with
injection-extraction system, taking care to
introduce in the recovery bathwater some
antischiuma.La its foam brings dirt
suspension makes cleaning operations.

Dosage
The product is diluted by 5 to 20%
depending on the dirt to be removed.

06325 S - Taniche da 25 kg
06310 S - Taniche da 10 kg

LavapelleLavapelle

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Detergent for cleaning of all leather parts
in the car. Removes dirt from the skin
leaving it soft and protected. Do not use on
seats with cuts or cracks because the
mechanical action could further deteriorate
the seats.

Dosage
From 4% to 10% depending on the dirt to
be removed.

06410 - Taniche da 10 Kg
06425 - Taniche da 25 Kg
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LucidoLucido

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Product extremely high yield for the
regeneration and the maintenance of
plastic parts and of vehicles in gender
rubber. Restores radiance and naturalness
to the treated area, protecting it from the
elements such as sun and rain bringing out
the natural brilliance. It 's not a paint, not
browsing. Also available in gel format (top
of the range) in cans of 5 kg. The gel and
'a high yield product. They only need a few
drops on a sponge to get a highly polished
surface to "MIRROR" and protected.
Resists water.

Dosage
Use pure.

07310 - Taniche da 10 lt
07305 - Taniche da 5 Lt

Lucido GelLucido Gel

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Polishing product in high yield gel. Just a
few drops on a sponge to obtain the
regeneration of rubbers and plastics. From
an exceptional glossy effect on the treated
surfaces and preserves them from aging.
Is used both inside and outside of the
standard car (the window rubbers, plastic
bumpers, instrument panels, door sill etc
...) Recommended in winter on the inside
of the car door seal to allow the opening
even with of ice. It is used to regenerate
the blacks hats ABS or plastic vacuum
cleaners Self-service at gas stations.

Dosage
It is used as it is by pouring a small
amount 'of Lucido Gel on a sponge and
then apply it on the surface to be treated.
Wait a few seconds and move on with a
clean, dry cloth to remove excess product.
It does not contain solvents.

07305 G - Taniche da 5 lt
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Nero ExtremeNero Extreme

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Black tire sprays, polishes and protects the
tires preserving them for a long time by
atmosferici.Resiste agents
all'acqua.Estrema gloss (mirror effect).

Dosage
Aerosol

131400 - Cartone 24 Pz. - ml 400
131200 - Cartone 24 Pz - ml 200

Nero LuxNero Lux

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Finishing Vehicles Internal / External
Brightening highly concentrated tire, it
restores the original appearance while
preserving the tire from cracking,
weathering and aging.

Dosage
Trigger ready for use

132500 - Cartone 12 Pz. - 500 ml
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Panno KKKPanno KKK

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Microfiber cloth.

Dosage
Microfiber cloth.

PKK - Singola

PlastobrillPlastobrill

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Perfumed liquid product to clean, polish
and protect any type of plastic material
inside and outside the car in a very short
time ensuring the long-time protection.

Dosage
Trigger ready for use

08611 - Taniche da 11 Lt
08625 - Taniche da 25 Lt
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PlastobrillPlastobrill

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Perfumed liquid product to polish and
protect any type of plastic material inside
and outside the vettura.Rigenera surfaces
treated giving it a gloss as if they were
nuove.Protegge aging and cracking.

Dosage
Used in pure form or dilute the product up
to a maximum of 1/2 with water.

130500 - CARTONE DA 12 PZ - 500 ml

ProfessionalProfessional

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Polish sprays dashboards for professional
use. Revives and protects car dashboards,
plastics in general and rubber profiles.
Non-greasy and non-sticky, also it covers
in one pass the more 'worn parts and
makes for a long time bright. It does not
produce the "fog" effect during the
nebulizzazione.Basso solvent content.
High concentration of polishing
substances. Polishes and protects in one
pass. Suitable for Radica. Citrus scented

Dosage
Aerosol

130600 - Cartone 24 Pz - Ml 600
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ProfumautoProfumauto

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Acting liquid product SANITISER, it
contains quaternary salts of
ammonio.Profumauto and 'ideal to
deodorize and sanitize the inside of the car
and all sectors where there may be odors.
Ideal for self service machines for
dispensing fragrance for auto floor mats.
Disponobile in various fragrances, see list
on our site.

Dosage
Use the product as is or diluted to 50%
with water

09110 - Taniche da 10 Lt
09125 - Taniche da 25 Lt

Pulitore Vetri SchiumaPulitore Vetri Schiuma

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Cleaner in aerosol for cleaning the car
windows. Thanks to its active foam cleans
perfectly without leaving streaks.
Particularly active to clean cigarette smoke
and smog.

Dosage
Aerosol

126400 - Cartone 24 Pz - 400 ml
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SplendicarSplendicar

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Polish for dashboards, it protects and
shines all plastic parts inside the car.

Dosage
Aerosol

130200 - Cartone 24 Pz - ml 200

SplendigommaSplendigomma

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Reviver for tires, restores the original
appearance while preserving the tire from
cracking and atmospheric agents.

Dosage
Used in pure form or dilute the product
with 1/2 parts water.

10512 - Taniche da 12 Kg
10525 - Taniche da 25 Kg
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Splendigomma ConcentratoSplendigomma Concentrato

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Brightening highly concentrated tire. It
gives a highly polished appearance
(mirror) to preserving rubber from aging.
Great for restoring shine to the carpet and
rubber mats.

Dosage
The high concentration of the product view
(over 85% active) it is recommended to
dilute the product with hot water. scented
Dilute the product with 2/4 parts of water,
preferably hot. Shake vigorously.

10512 C - Taniche da 12 Kg
10525 C - Taniche da 25 Kg

Splendigomma SpecialSplendigomma Special

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Brightening highly concentrated tire. It
restores the original appearance while
preserving the tire from cracking,
weathering and aging. Its special
formulation makes it particularly
appreciated in car showrooms and
dealerships. Great for restoring shine to
the carpet and rubber mats because the
product does not stick. Scented.

Dosage
Dilute the product with 2/4 parts of water.
Shake

10525 S - Taniche da 25 Kg
10512 S - Taniche da 12 Kg
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Stop OdorStop Odor

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
ODOR-STOP freezes the molecules
responsible of all 'passenger compartment
of the car smells. It neutralizes the smell of
cigarette, musty, of animal droppings.

Dosage
Ready to use

10810 - Taniche da 10 lt

Super CleanSuper Clean

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Specific product for cleaning car interiors
and all the parts where there is' need a
deep cleansing. Frothy and fragrant for a
perfect clean.

Dosage
Aerosol

137200 - Cartone 24 Pz - ml 200
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SupersolvSupersolv

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Detergent for cleaning the car with tettuci
Tornador gun. Product containing a special
blend of solvents and stain removers
substances that make it particularly active
in removing nicotine and smog
accumulated on tettuci vehicles. It is also
used for cleaning the fabric seats and for
the cleaning of the floor mats. Do not use
on plastics or other surfaces.

Dosage
Used in pure form or diluted up to 50% in
water according to necessity.

11510 - Taniche da 10 Lt
11525 - Taniche da 25 Lt

TergiverTergiver

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Professional anti-static product for
thorough cleaning of car windows. It
cleans perfectly without leaving streaks.
Domestic within is used for the cleaning of
glass, crystal and mirrors. It slows the
formation of condensation and facilitates
ice calving during the winter months. It
facilitates the removal of flies in summer.

Dosage
Use pure or diluted to 50% depending on
the case.

11710 - Taniche da 10 Lt
11725 - Taniche da 25 lt
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TergiverTergiver

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Antistatic product for the thorough cleaning
of car windows. It cleans perfectly without
leaving streaks. Domestic within is used
for the cleaning of glass, crystal and
mirrors. It slows the formation of
condensation and facilitates ice calving
during the winter months. It facilitates the
removal of flies in summer.

Dosage
Trigger ready for use

126500 - Cartoni 12 pz - 500 ml

Tergiver  RosaTergiver  Rosa

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Professional product for the thorough
cleaning of car windows. It cleans perfectly
without leaving streaks. Formula rapid
evaporation. Special for the removal of the
cigarette smoke. Scented. Perticolarmente
suitable for window cleaning in the winter
months.

Dosage
Used in pure form or in dilution of 50%
water.

11710 R - Taniche da 10 Lt
11725 R - Taniche da 25 Lt
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Tergiver GocciaTergiver Goccia

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Tergiver Drop is a glass cleaner foam
cleaner with fast evaporation and high
degreasing power. The absence of
fragrance can be appreciated by some
operators.

Dosage
Ready to use. In the summer months it can
'be diluted to 50% with water.

11710 G - Tanica da 10 lt
11725 G - Tanica da 25 lt

Tornado AlcalinoTornado Alcalino

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Purpose cleaner for cleaning car interiors
with Tornador gun. Tornado cleans quickly
every car's interior that fabric surface,
plastic parts, briar, carpet. Pleasantly
scented. Do not spray directly onto
electrical equipment of the vehicle (car
radios, navigation systems, mobile
phones, etc ...).

Dosage
Use as is.

12010 A - Taniche da 10 Lt
12025 A - Taniche da 25 Lt
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UniversalUniversal

Products FinishingProducts Finishing

Description
Low foam purpose cleaner degreaser high
power car interiors such as panels, carpets
and dashboards. Highly concentrated
product.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 0.5% to 2% with
water depending on the dirt to be removed.
Respect the recommended dosage.

12310 - Taniche da 10 kg
12325 - Taniche da 25 Kg
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Cera 205Cera 205

WaxesWaxes

Description
Instantly opens this film of water on the
car, forming small drops that slip away
under the washing forced ventilation.
Suitable for biological systems and as'
made with natural raw materials.

Dosage
Aspire to the pure state from the special
metering pump about 10-25 grams of
product per car.

04425 - Taniche da 25 Lt
04410 - Taniche da 10 Lt

Cera Bi Polish S.S Sil. 35Cera Bi Polish S.S Sil. 35

WaxesWaxes

Description
Self-drying wax for tunnels or portals.
Especially suitable for low temperatures (it
has a freezing point around -16CÂ °). It
has good properties of smoothness and
forms a very high drop. Suitable for
medium and hard water (800-1800 micron
/ S). Excellent paint protection.

Dosage
To aspire to the metering pump pure about
10/20 gr. wax for car.

028255 BP35 - Taniche da 25 lt
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Cera Bi-Polish SSCera Bi-Polish SS

WaxesWaxes

Description
Highly concentrated wax based on natural
polymers ideal for automatic systems with
forced ventilation. Particularly active at low
temperatures. freezing point -16CÂ °.
Create an anti-oxidizing protective film on
the paint. Also imparts a 'good luster.
Recommended with water with chlorides.
Eg marine areas.

Dosage
To suck from the special metering pump
about 15/18 grams of product per car.

02825 - Taniche da 25 Lt

Cera Bi-Polish SS SIL  NCera Bi-Polish SS SIL  N

WaxesWaxes

Description
Highly concentrated wax based on natural
polymers and active principles silicone,
ideal for automatic systems with forced
ventilation. Particularly active at low
temperatures. freezing point -16C °.
Create an anti-oxidizing protective film on
the paint. Also imparts a 'good gloss and
protection over time. Recommended in the
presence of chlorides. (Coastal areas)
recommended for sweet and medium hard
water 250- 1500 micro-S.

Dosage
To suck from the special metering pump
about 10/20 grams of product per car.

02825 BPS - Taniche da 25 Lt
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Cera H NCera H N

WaxesWaxes

Description
Rapid water-soluble wax specially
formulated for automatic systems to forced
drying. It guarantees a good drying and an
excellent polishing power.
To suck from the special metering pump
about 15-25 grams of product per car.

Dosage
Aspire to pure the  pump about 15-25
grams of product per car.

02725 - Taniche da 25 Lt

Cera HN 65 SilCera HN 65 Sil

WaxesWaxes

Description
Fast water repellent wax effect polish
specially formulated for automatic systems
to forced drying. It guarantees a good
drying and an excellent polishing power.
Ideal when you find a product to high
erformance by cost. It contains silicone
polymers.

Dosage
Aspire to pure 15/20 gr. of product per car.

02725HN - Taniche da 25 Lt
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Cera PolishCera Polish

WaxesWaxes

Description
Water soluble wax to polish effect with
excellent properties' long-lasting
protection. It possesses an excellent
sliding of the remaining drops. Form a
water-repellent protective film and protects
the paint over time.
Excellent luster.

Dosage
Use pure state and to aspire from the
special metering pump about 20 grams of
product per car.

02925 - Taniche da 25 Lt

Cera Polish 2 Sil NCera Polish 2 Sil N

WaxesWaxes

Description
It 'a variant of the CERA POLISH SIL
ACQUE DURE. It has a highest drop and
spherical particularly suitable for
installations with poor ventilation. Suitable
for water up to 1500 micron / S.

Dosage
To suck from the special metering pump
about 15-25 grams of product per car.

02925 2S - Taniche da 25 lt
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Cera Polish Sil. N. Acque DureCera Polish Sil. N. Acque Dure

WaxesWaxes

Description
Water soluble wax with excellent
properties' polishing and long-lasting
protection. Specially designed to make the
opening of this film of water on the car
istantanea.Possiede excellent speed 'slider
of the remaining drops. Form a small drop
and mobile.Ottima lucentezza.Idonea for
waters up to 1450 micron / S.

Dosage
To suck from the special metering pump
about 15/25 grams of product per car.

02925 2S - Taniche da 25 Lt

Cera SPCera SP

WaxesWaxes

Description
Wax for automatic systems for washing
autocon good flowability of the drop and
rapid opening of the water film. High
protection and gloss of car paint for sweet
and medium hard water.

Dosage
To suck from the special metering pump
about 15/18 grams of product per car.

03025 SP - Taniche da 25 Lt
03010 SP - Taniche da 10 Lt
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Cera SP MICROCera SP MICRO

WaxesWaxes

Description
Wax with good flowability under the drying
blade of automatic plants. Good gloss and
discreet paint protection from the
elements.

Dosage
Use pure state and to aspire from the
special metering pump about 20/25 grams
of product for car.

03010 SPM - Taniche da 25 Lt
03011 SPM - Taniche da 10 Lt

Cristal WaxCristal Wax

WaxesWaxes

Description
Wax with very high polishing effect
consists of special protective wax
sontanze that make this unique in its kind.
Its high concentration and its formulation,
make this wax a product of high quality
'both for its adaptability' to any type of
plant, both for its exceptional gloss and
smoothness of the residual drops. Ideal for
water to 550 micron / S 1500 / S. Top of
the range.

Dosage
Use pure state and to aspire from the
special metering pump about 15 grams of
product for car.

03625 - Taniche da 25 Lt
03610 - Taniche da 10 Lt
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Cristal Wax 5ACristal Wax 5A

WaxesWaxes

Description
High quality silicone wax with excellent
gloss and high drop. You can slide the
micro-drops of water coming out of the
drying blade or fallen from the portals
brushes during the first drying cycle always
guaranteeing a perfect result. It
recommended when ventilation is far from
the car. It is used with water with
conductivity up to 1600Â? / S-1800Â? / S.
Ideal for systems with drying with
oscillating nozzles or osmotic water.

Dosage
To suck from the special metering pump
about 10/15 grams of product for car.

03625 5A - Taniche da 25 Lt
03610 5A - Taniche da 10 Lt

Cristal Wax MicroCristal Wax Micro

WaxesWaxes

Description
Wax containing high polymers protection,
the product provides an excellent gloss
and a high protection for several months.
Eliminates almost completely the micro
drops.

Dosage
Use pure state and to aspire from the
special metering pump about 13.8 grams
of product for car.

03625 M - Taniche da 25 Lt
03610 M - Taniche da 10 Lt
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Cristal Wax Micro PlusCristal Wax Micro Plus

WaxesWaxes

Description
Wax containing high polymers protection,
the product provides an excellent gloss
and a high protection for several months.
Totally eliminates the micro drops.

Dosage
Use pure state and to aspire from the
special metering pump about 13 grams of
product per car.

03625 MP - Taniche da 25 Lt
03610 MP - Taniche da 10 Lt

Diamant Car ConcentrataDiamant Car Concentrata

WaxesWaxes

Description
Fast wax for hard waters up to 2000
micron / S. NOT FREEZE.

Dosage
Use pure state and to aspire from the
special metering pump 20/30 grams of
product per car.

04825 CN - Taniche da 25 Lt
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Diamant Car Concentrata Sil N.Diamant Car Concentrata Sil N.

WaxesWaxes

Description
Super-concentrated wax high smoothness
and rapidity 'in the opening of this film of
water on the car in automatic systems with
forced ventilation. Polish and contains
special silicones that ensure quick drying
and a good shine. Excellent for hard water
up to 2000 micron / S. NOT FREEZE.

Dosage
Use pure state and to aspire from the
special metering pump about 10/12 grams
of product per car.

034825 CNS - Taniche da 25 Lt

Diamant Car Concentrata SuperDiamant Car Concentrata Super

WaxesWaxes

Description
High quality wax with discrete smoothness
of the drop. Suitable for extremely harsh
waters over 2200 micron / S. NOT
FREEZE.
Use pure state and to aspire from the
special metering pump 15/20 grams of
product for car.

Dosage
Use pure state and to aspire from the
special metering pump 15/20 grams of
product per car.

04825 CSP - Taniche da 25 Lt
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New WaxNew Wax

WaxesWaxes

Description
Has characteristics similar to the wax
POLISH but tends to form a more high that
benefits in plants that have a drying drop
from the vehicle. Excellent results at low
temperatures. Freezing point -4 C°.

Dosage
With dosing pumps to suck in its purest
approximately 10/20 grams of product for
car.

08025 - Taniche da 25 Lt
08010 - Taniche da 10 Lt

New Wax MicroNew Wax Micro

WaxesWaxes

Description
High quality wax with EXCELLENT
smoothness of the drop. Particularly
suitable where it is required a very
spherical drop and drying blade is away
from the car. Excellent low freezing
temperature.Punto Ca -4 ° Also suitable for
freshwater or medium hardness. The
combination with PRECERA MICRO High
gloss and protection of all types of paint.

Dosage
With metering pumps, to aspire to the pure
state about 8/12 grams of product for car.

08025 M - Taniche da 25 Lt
08010 M - Taniche da 10 Lt
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New Wax Micro PlusNew Wax Micro Plus

WaxesWaxes

Description
New Wax and 'a wax with very high
performance. Good polishing and
protective power. Eliminates micro drops
even those of relapse during the second
pass of the portals drying. Scope from 350
to 1000 ms. about.

Dosage
With metering pumps, to aspire to the pure
state about 8/12 grams of product for car.

08025 MP - Taniche da 25 Lt
08010 MP - Taniche da 10 Lt

New Wax Sil N.New Wax Sil N.

WaxesWaxes

Description
High quality wax with discrete smoothness
of the drop. Particularly suitable where it is
required a very spherical drop and drying
blade is away from the car. Excellent low
freezing temperature.Punto Ca -4 ° Also
suitable for freshwater or medium
hardness.

Dosage
With metering pumps, to aspire to the pure
state about 10/15 grams of product for car.

08025 SN - Taniche da 25 Lt
08010 SN - Taniche da 10 Lt
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New Wax SuperNew Wax Super

WaxesWaxes

Description
High performance silicone wax with high
drop and has a good smoothness
particularly suitable for installations in poor
ventilation. Forms a high drop and
spherical particularly effective at low
temperatures. of -4CÂ ° freezing
temperature. High paint protection. Also
suitable for freshwater 80-300 micron / S.

Dosage
Aspire pure 15/20 grams of product for car.

08025 S - Taniche da 25 Lt
08010 S - Taniche da 10 Lt

Wax Conc.Wax Conc.

WaxesWaxes

Description
Silicone wax with great value for money.
Universal application is also used with
particularly hard water over 2000 micron /
S. Not dirty brushes industrial washing
equipment.

Dosage
20-60 pulses depending on the
temperature and the flow rate of the pump.

12525 CC - Taniche da 25 Lt
12510 CC - Taniche da 10 Lt
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Cera HN 65 SilCera HN 65 Sil

Waxes For Self-ServiceWaxes For Self-Service

Description
Fast water repellent wax effect polish
specially formulated for automatic systems
to forced drying. It guarantees a good
drying and an excellent polishing power.
Ideal when you find a product to high
erformance by cost. It contains silicone
polymers.

Dosage
Aspire to pure 15/20 gr. of product per car.

02725HN - Taniche da 25 Lt

Diamant car Diamant car 

Waxes For Self-ServiceWaxes For Self-Service

Description
Specific wax for use in self-service paths
NOT scented. It produces a white foam
which dissolves instantly ensuring an
excellent gloss of the paint. Wax to rapid
rupture of this film of water on the car. It
does not produce accumulation on the
glass.

Dosage
You can 'use either in the pure state is in
the premix ratio 1/2 with water. Adjusting
the metering pump to 20-40 pulses.

04825  - Taniche da 25 lt
04810  - Taniche da 10 Lt
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Diamant car AmarenaDiamant car Amarena

Waxes For Self-ServiceWaxes For Self-Service

Description
Specific wax for use in self-service runs
pleasantly scented, diffuses into the
surrounding environment a great scent. It
produces a white foam which dissolves
instantly ensuring an excellent gloss of the
paint. Wax to rapid rupture of this film of
water on the car. It does not produce
accumulation on the glass. Available all
'Amarena- Miele- Red Fruits and
fragrance.

Dosage
You can 'use either in the pure state is in
the premix ratio 1/2 with water. Adjusting
the metering pump to 20-40 pulses..

04825 A - Taniche da 25 lt
04810 AMAR - Taniche da 10 Lt

Diamant car Frutti RossiDiamant car Frutti Rossi

Waxes For Self-ServiceWaxes For Self-Service

Description
Specific wax for use in self-service runs
pleasantly scented, diffuses into the
surrounding environment a great scent. It
produces a white foam which dissolves
instantly ensuring an excellent gloss of the
paint. Wax to rapid rupture of this film of
water on the car. It does not produce
accumulation on the glass.

Dosage
You can 'use either in the pure state is in
the premix ratio 1/2 with water. Adjusting
the metering pump to 20-40 pulses.

04825 FR - Taniche da 25 lt
04810 FR - Taniche da 10 Lt
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